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Concerning discrimination 
Grievance  procedure 
increased by Regents 
By ERIC MTODLEBROOK 
Beater 
The Board of Regents broadened the 
student and employe grievance 
procedure and appointed Dr. Ronald L. 
Marionneauz aa chairman of the 
Department of Geography in its regular 
quarterly meeting last week. 
The previous grievance procedure, 
adopted by the Board in January, 1076, 
allowed persons to file grievances 
against the University for alleged sex 
discrimination. 
The Board broadened the procedure 
to Include race, national origin, sex, 
creed or handicap, in accordance with a 
recommendation to Prealdent J.C 
Powell by University Counsel John W. 
Palmore. 
Palmore's recommendation stated 
that the University's affirmative 
action plan would not be accepted by 
the Office of Civil Rights unless the 
grievance procedure Included 
discrimination for reasons of race or 
national origin. 
The Board went beyond the 
guidelines suggested by Lloyd Givens, 
compliance officer for OCR, to include 
creed and handicap. 
Marionneaux,  who taught  on  the 
University faculty during 1M9-73, 
succeeds Dr. Joseph R. Schewendeman 
who recently was appointed dean of 
Undergraduate Studies. Marionneaux 
returns to campus from Monroe, La., 
where he was employed as planning 
director for that city. He earned the 
bachelor of arts from Northwest 
Louisiana State College, the master of 
science from Louisiana State 
University and the Ph.D. from Indiana 
University. 
In other board action, the Eastern 
Kentucky University Educational 
Review was established as a 
professional publication from the 
college of education, primarly to be 
directed to members in the field of 
education. 
The publication will be in the range of 
75-100 pages with issues in the fall and 
spring. The Board allocated 9900 in 
operating cost to the 500 copy 
publication. 
Dr. Truett Ricks, associate dean of 
the College of Law Enforcement, was 
allowed to return to his position after 
being on leave of absence without pay 
since Jan. 3 1975. During his leave. 
Ricks served aa the Commissioner of 
the Bureau of State Police. 
Paulina Sloan, coordinator of the 
associate degree nursing program, waa 
appointed to replace Dr. Jesselyn 
Voight as acting director of the bac- 
calaureate nursing program. Voight 
requested leave of absence for the 
spring semester. 
The board also passed a proposal for 
a master of arts program in Geography 
with planning specialization. The 
program requires a 2.75 grade point 
average on all undergraduate work or, 
in some instances, 3.0 for upper division 
work, for admission. 
A policy for the use of Maywoods • 
Envlornmental and Educational 
Laboratory in Garrard and Rock- 
castle Counties was set, limiting 
use to academic and applied research. 
The facilities are open to authorized 
student, faculty and administrative 
groups. 
Construction of a 129,000 swine 
finishing facility was approved for the 
College of Agriculture's training 
program,  in swine herdsmanship- 
The facility will be constructed by 
the University instead of the Division of 
Engineering and is expected to earn 
approximately $9000 per year in net 
returns. 
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By THERESA KUSZ 
News Editor 
Snow. 
A power shortage. 
Extended registration. 
Treacherous roadways. 
A salt shortage. 
Welcome back to school! 
What has been termed by many 
newscasters ss perhaps the worst snow 
in one hundred years fell on campus 
and surrounding areas over the past 
weekend. 
Many returning students were forced 
to turn back shortly after leaving home 
to wait for the snow to stop, while those 
who made it back sat anxiously by the 
phone awaiting calls from parents 
acknowledging their safe return. 
A Walters Hall resident noted that it 
took her parents six hours to return to 
Dayton, Ohio, Sunday afternoon. 
A spot check of several dorms Sunday 
night found 15 per cent occupancy and 
on Wednesday 42 per cent had checked 
la. 
A spokesman for McGregor Hall 
noted that several girls had checked in 
and then returned bom* to finish out the 
The severe weather has caused s 
problem powerwue for Kentucky 
Utilities. It was noted that two power 
plants were inoperable aa the coal 
supply had frozen over. 
In an effort to aid the city of Rich- 
mond, the University has cut back on 
its lighting and other uses of electricity. 
A spokesman for the department of 
buildings and grounds stated that there 
would be no cut back on beating for the 
campus. 
Registration has been extended until 
tomorrow to allow ample time for 
students to return and complete 
registration without penalty. Classes 
will begin Monday on the TTHF pat- 
tern. 
Roadways in and around campus 
were iced over, but according to Billy 
Leckridge, security specialist, there 
were fewer accidents on campus this 
week than any other week during the 
year. 
"I think it is because people tend to 
drive more carefully under this type of 
conditions," Lockridge stated. 
"We've only had one accident this 
week that has even come dose to 
having to be reported, and that was Just 
s little fender bender. It seems as 
though when someone gets stuck, four 
(See SNOW!, Page at) 
Unidentified Sliding Object 
It's the only way to travel! The large amounts of snow on 
campus streets and sidewalks proved to be almost too much 
for traveling students. But this unidentified sliding object 
makes true the fact that old adage: "If you can't beat em, 
Join em." 
angry and disappointed. Susan Susan 
Becker and Harvey Dunbar cover the 
Only President J.C. Powell's approval 
is needed before a survey of student 
need   for   legal  aid   can   begin.     event on page». 
Managing    Editor    Brian   Ashley 
outlines the procedure on page M. 
Editoriala j 
Controversy in the final seconds of Arts 3 
Monday's Eastera-Murray game left Organizations 7 
Colonel coaches,   players and fans Sports a.,9 
Expected to pick up 
when students return 
Book exchange 
moves slowly 
Registration blahs 
mmkraiCKi 
Last minute changes in schedules happen all the tune during registration and 
there's no way of remedying the situation but to let the advisers straighten things 
out. Larry Hudsen (right), sophomore interior design major from Lexington, sits 
with Mrs. Margarita BlackweU and makes some changes this week in the Alumni 
Coliseum. 
By NANCY HUNG ARLAND 
Feature Editor 
Registration was not the only campus 
activity slowed by a week of snow and 
Ice, as Book Exchange Committee 
Chairman Judy McQueen will attest. 
She found things (especially books) 
moving slowly Tuesday afternoon at 
the student senate's book exchange 
while minding the store in the Student 
Association office in the Powell 
Building. 
"There just aren't that many 
students an campus right now, I dent 
think," she said, "but I feel like that 
when every body gets back we'll be really 
busy." 
For that reason and to adjust to the 
late start of classes, the book exchange 
will run all next week and possibly into 
the nest. 
"We want everybody to have a 
chance to take advantage of this system 
if they want to," McQueen said. 
The book exchange opened for the 
first time during finals week last 
semester, and If the volume of activity 
was not overwhelming, it did grow 
steadily thoroughout the week. 
About 65 students brought books In 
before the   break.     And  she  said. 
"Surprisingly  enough,   quite  s   few 
books were even sold those last two or 
three daya." 
The exchange now has between 150 
and 190 volumes stacked in the office. 
It Is a "pretty good mixture" of text- 
books, according to McQueen, but they 
are in need of graduate course books 
Although the book exchange's stock is 
limited, McQueen said the committee la 
not at all discouraged. "It takes a while 
to get started the first time with any 
project," she explained. "People just 
have to get used to it and know it will 
At the end of this semester, the 
committee plans to run a more 
organised operation."We worked out a 
pretty thorough system, but we need 
more display space and more 
publicity," McQueen said. "We're 
going to work on that" 
In this meantime, students interested 
in participating In the senate's book 
exchange should follow the procedure 
given in detail below. 
Receiving books: 
1. The owner must have a slip of 
paper in all books Using 1U title, author, 
asking price, date and student 
signature. 
1 Owner must also have an index 
card recording all of the books brought 
in and their price. Signature,date, 
author and total number of books 
brought should be listed. 
3. A receipt listing, the books 
received, price ssked and stu- 
dent signature will be issued to 
the owner by the worker. A copy will 
also be Wed with the index card at the 
exchange. 
Selling books: 
1. Students will tell worker which 
books they need. The worker will give 
them two to choose from. 
1 When the book is sold, the book ID 
sup will be removed and marked sold. 
It will be filed with the exchange's 
student receipt. 
Returning money or books: 
1. Students must have ID and receipt 
when they ask for money or books back. 
1 The worker will take the book ID 
slip, mark it on ID imprint machine and 
reflle it with receipt. Book or money 
returns will be noted on the index card 
and student receipt 
Studenu with further questions about 
the book exchange should inquire at the 
St udent Association office ia the Powell 
Building. 
I 
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editorials 
At NCAA meeting this week 
Scholarship rules need revision 
•» This week the National 
College Athletic Association 
takes it upon themselves to 
decide whether to award 
athletic scholarships on basis of 
financial need or to continue 
their current policy which 
allows schools to give athletes 
"free rides." 
Last year's debate over "full 
ride" vs. "need" scholarships 
reportedly drew one of the hot- 
test debates in the NCAA's 
history. Last year's vote went 
against need-based scholar- 
ships, but only by an eight vote 
margin-120toll2. 
The big, Division I schools 
tended to support the free ride 
plan while schools with small 
football programs and most 
division II schools (Those with 
athletic programs smaller than 
those in Division I) tended to 
support need-based scholar- 
ships. 
Defenders of the free ride 
system feel the need-based 
system would cause great dif- 
ficulties - for sports ad- 
ministrators because, in ad- 
dition to the current recruiting 
records they have to keep, they 
would also have to worry about 
financial statements from 
prospective athletes. 
They also argue that need- 
based scholarships would invite 
cheating and cause un- 
derhanded dealings in quest for 
the nation's top athletes. 
Advocates of the need-based 
scholarship, on the other hand, 
feel a need-based program 
would save money by making 
athletes whose families can af- 
ford it, pay for their own room 
and board. 
Most of last year's need 
based proposals dealt with only 
housing and food expenses, 
allowing schools to fund tuition 
and manadatory fees through 
scholarships. It is unlikely that 
possible reform this year will 
be more stringent. 
The true question at hand, 
though, is not one of mere 
policy, but of morality and the 
priorities of higher education. 
Primarily, why should the 
student athlete be singled out 
for a "free ride" at a university 
when middle-class students 
ranking high in academic 
achievement have to pay the 
full bill? 
Also, non-needy athletes con- 
sistently less in scholarship 
awards, under the NCAA's 
athletic scholarship formula, 
than comparable needy, non- 
athlete students who are 
eligible for their college's 
highest scholarship awards. 
Most coaches are not in favor 
of need-based scholarships 
because they feel the savings 
would be trivial since most blue 
chip athletes have low middle- 
class backgrounds. 
But at least one ad- 
ministrator, Stanford Univer- 
sity President Richard Lyman, 
feels need-based scholarships 
would save his school $120,000 
Progress editorial 
shatters Senate 
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following letter 
Ceaceras an editorial run in toe 11-18 
Progresi. 
To The Editor: 
Eastern Progress' editorial comment 
11-18-76 is a terrible victimization 
trumped up to shatter and deface the 
unflinching efforts of the Senate and 
render the same barely nominal. 
- Yet, "The student newspaper editors 
are supposed to be better than the 
average student," the editors contend 
By inference, then, the Senate is made 
up of leas than average students. 
It should be notedlhat the Senate Is 
not interested to enter into any such 
intellectual contest, for it Is un- 
necessary. The purpose of the senate is 
to see how it can apply the little In- 
telligence it has for the good of this 
community of students and those in our 
environs. 
Copony, a non-senator in the same 
page, says "...the Senate is 
representative of all students was given 
the last page of the paper. The author 
must graciously thank the editor for 
sacrificing space to include the Senate 
one of the few times..." 
It is absolutely ridiculous to Imagine 
any person of sense to measure the 
weight of any meeting by Its length. 
This is countryside logic. If our 
meetings are shorter, yet we meet 
oftener than was donein the past years; 
timewise:   who speeds more time? 
You criticize our procedures but 
render no prescription, eh! At national 
and international meetings top level 
discussions are entered into after 
committees have submitted their 
reports, but when we apply the same 
principle we are indicted by Eastern 
Progress. 
Music directors and teachers know 
that a choir can't stay as group and 
learn easily a piece such as Bach's 
Gloria. The choir has to be split into 
pajts and each part concentrates on the 
portion to be learned. This done the 
choir can then meet as a group and 
i 
life 
sing. 
This final stage will not take up to 
twenty minutes. It Is on this simple 
everyday principle that our president 
runs the Senate. If we have to change 
our policy because of these baseless 
accusations we're going to be moving 
one step forward and two backwards 
unnoticably. 
Your sarcasm in the fifth paragraph 
is wonderfully ironic. If truth means 
anything to the editors, they will admit 
that President Chandler always asks 
for consensus opinion in all matters, 
even to direct a belabored topic to a 
committee. Just where is the rationale 
of what you consider facto? 
The Senate is open to constructive 
and well-intentioned criticism, geared 
towards the betterment of the students 
and the society it represents and will 
not bow to any defunct, puerile, 
illogical, unfound, prejudicial press 
' that lacks professionalism and ethics. 
Inductively, Eastern Progress wants 
a conservative Senate infested to the 
roots by meaningless traditionalism, 
even if the later could be ameliorated. 
Not having an outlet it makes a storm 
out of a tea cup. 
This cannot become true. The Senate 
is visionary. Its president and sup- 
porters, forward-looking. The Senate is 
out to see into all the affairs of the 
students in this school and help tran- 
sform the community, the best it can, 
into a mature and reliable group. 
Eastern Progress can only help this 
unique cause by projecting the efforts 
of this group and stop being a 
deinotivator. * 
Zami Kimbi Ndefru 
911KeeneHall,Box286 
Campus 
Senator finds 
Progress humorous 
To the Editor: 
Perhaps the Student Government is 
not taken seriously by some because 
the Progress' reporting quality has 
been extremely laughable. There 
would be no harm in humor had the Ad- 
to $150,000 yearly - money that 
could be used for increased 
academic scholarships or a 
number of other needy causes. 
Ironically, opponents of need- 
based scholarships say they 
would open up avenues for 
devious recruiting schemes 
while, at the same time, they 
uphold college athletics as the 
"all-American" way of life. 
They say the present system 
has been well accepted by 
coaches and families of the 
athletes, but why should 
coaches and families turn 
against the full grant-in-aid 
system? 
coaches are free to offer the 
athlete of their choice what, in 
some cases, may amount to 
over a $10,000 offer. Parents of 
the athlete, no matter how well 
they could afford to pay for 
some of their child's education, 
aren't going to look a gift horse 
in the mouth. 
Also, why should schools with 
big athletic programs support a 
need system. At the cost of 
other schools and all students, 
they are able to bring in the 
best players, pay for the "full- 
ride' and make sizeable profit 
from their investments. At the 
same time, other, smaller 
athletic programs continue to 
operate in the red. 
If the NCAA really feels it is 
an institution that upholds 
American virtues, then why 
should its members fear 
recruiting   scandals?       The 
NCAA does have recruiting 
rules and, as our "big brother" 
UK well knows, they are ef- 
fective. 
The NCAA should adopt a 
need-based scholarship 
proposal to allow non-athlete 
students, as well as some 
athletes, the benefits non-needy 
athletes now enjoy. Failure to 
reform in this area would 
suggest that the NCAA places 
sport programs above the in- 
stitutions of higher learning 
which support it. 
fk> jf* AuiMtmJ 
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At the stroke of midnight 
Sticking to priorities possible 
Perhaps high on all returning 
student's lists of priorities is to 
begin the new semester on the 
right foot. New Year's 
resolutions may include, for 
example, meeting every class 
(within reason, of course), 
taking diligent notes and 
finishing homework the night 
instead of the hour before class, 
during which you will not fall 
asleep. 
It seems, however, that these 
worthy goals tend to diminish 
in importance as the semester 
wears on. Other activities 
begin to take precedence, like 
making it downtown at least on- 
ce a week, basketball and other 
games (hmmm...), etc., etc., 
etc. * 
Why do students have so 
much trouble sticking with the 
goal of getting an education, 
which they are supposedly here 
for in the first place? Why does 
going to classes and fulfilling 
all the accompanying respon- 
sibilities become such a hassle 
and turn into such a burden? 
Students must realize that 
the University, (for that mat- 
ter, any university), is 
basically a learning institution. 
Granted, learning goes on in all 
facets of life, including going 
downtown and the like, but 
that's not what the teachers 
and facilities are here for. 
Each class, each teacher, has 
something to offer the student. 
Even if the subject is not one 
that pertains directly to the 
student's field, it does, in and 
of itself, have some worth. 
Learning, acquiring 
knowledge, is an activity which 
has it's own intrinsic value and 
benefits. Once students can 
grasp these ideas, perhaps 
classes (even those apparently 
pointless CUC ones) will not be 
so boring and trivial. 
That is, after all, what we're 
all here for, isn't it? To learn 
and, after four years, be ready 
to take on all comers in the 
"real" world? 
Think about it. Maybe, with a 
new outlook, those New Year's 
resolutions won't be so hard to 
carry out. 
editor's mailbag 
ministration supported the right of free 
press to the Black Student Union's 
alternative paper. It would have 
assured an unhampered flow of ac- 
curate, challenging Journalism; but the 
alternative newspaper was denied. 
Thus, the yniversity community must 
depend on the Progress for this ser- 
vice and it is time to move forward. 
We, as a student body are dependent 
on the Progress to be a forum of not 
only Administrative news but student 
news and provide for constructive ex- 
change of criticism and praise. Again 
let me as a senator emphasize that the 
Progress try to cover the Student 
Senate committee meetings as well as 
the main Senate meeting. 
For instance the Food Co-Op meets 
every Monday at 6:30 p.m. and has 
already taken one food order. We are 
learning not only about Food Co- 
operatives, but are learning about the 
feasibility of forming a cooperative 
society. 
And the 24-hour study area is moving 
ahead to provide a basic need of stu- 
dents which most campuses across the 
nation provide for. The Free Univer- 
sity is tapping imaginitive resources of 
all people to share ideas and skills for 
the pure, non-credit, free, fun of it 
The Student Senate is working in 
every stratum of student need and la 
looking for more to do. It seeks to 
learn, to act and to re-evaluate. Our 
service is to help create a living- 
learning atmosphere and each student 
on the committees is learning much 
about making change, deternunlng our 
life and learning years at Eastern Ken- 
tucky University. 
I see a mutual responsibility of the 
Student Senate and the Progress to 
fulfill this purpose. With the new editor 
the staff changes and a consistent effort 
and cooperation on everyones' part I 
feel our true nature towards greatness 
can begin to be achieved. 
Yours in service, 
ArleenLane 
Senator 
Box 23 
Sullivan Hall 
Prof terms editorial 
'valueable advice' 
for Senate 
To the Editor: 
Congratulations oh your editorial of 
December 9, on the problems of the 
Student Senate and the proposal for a M 
hour study area. The extended hours 
for the library is a much better idea and 
would offer students an opportunity for 
study in a better environment. You 
have offered valuable advice to the 
Student Senate. 
Sincerely, 
William E. Ellis 
Associate Professor of Sodal 
Science 
University 4 
McGregor Hall 
receives thanks 
To the Editor: 
Please print this letter of thanks. 
During fall, 1976, I only worked 
eleven days. Since March, 1976, my 
husband and I both have been seriously 
ill of incurable disease. 
There if nothing so kindly as kind- 
ness. My heart sings a grateful song for 
the most generous Christmas gift from 
the Kappa Delta Tau and CM Omega 
sororities, as well as the night 
hostesses, students, friends and Mrs. 
Saragh B. Price, director of McGregor 
Hail. 
Words cannot express my thank- 
fulness for their generosity, thought- 
fulness and prayers. 
The tears I shed were tears of joy and 
happiness for friends such a* (hese that 
make me strong. ) 
Thanks cannot tell the love my heart 
feels for my friends, but each time I 
pray, I will ask God's blessing for each 
and every one of them, and that this 
new year will bring them joy, peace and 
life's richest blessings. 
For my EKU friends to remember us 
at Christmas has made living (under 
such a cloud), really worthwhile. 
Thanks again my friends, 
MaryL-Farris 
McGregor Hall night hostess 
BSN coordinator 
questions quote 
To the Editor: 
In fairness to myself and to the tine 
"C" average nursing students and 
graduates of our BSN program, I 
believe I was misquoted in the teat 
paragraph of your arti regarding 
nursing In the December 9 usue. In any 
event, it should have bean a "D" 
student instead of "C". 
In reference to the rest of the article, 
nursing students must come to grips 
with the realities of sound nursing 
practice, that Is skill and decision 
making (theory) are Interdependent. 
In that respect the profession of nursing 
Is no different than the medical 
profession. It's like a doctor saying "I 
cant diagnose too wall, bat I sure like 
to operate." 
Sincerely, 
Lynn Voigbt 
BSN Coordinator 
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Carter's Inaugural Committee 
lends eyes and ears to the arts 
Art is carrying more weight 
in American society today than 
ever before. The question 
"What can candidate X do for 
the arts?" made its way into 
the 1976 presidential campaign 
scene as an issue in itself. 
Jimmy   Carter's   Inaugural 
public. 
Lichtenstein is famous for his 
comic strip paintings. 
Rauschenberg has turned out 
numerous collages composed of 
unlikely items such as a hairy 
ram sporting a car tire around 
its middle. He is also involved 
XPrrs judy wahlert 
watoimM 
Committee is obviously in tune 
with the times, as evidenced by 
some of its recent moves in 
planning Inauguration events. 
The committee has selected 
five leading American artists to 
illustrate different aspects of 
the occasion. Artists Andy 
Warhol, Roy Lichtenstein, 
Jacob Lawrence, Jamie Wyeth 
and Robert Rauschenberg will 
have no restraints imposed on 
their artistic interpretations of 
the Inauguration. With com- 
missions and expense accounts 
as incentives, the artists will be 
allowed to attend any events 
they wish. 
Andy Warhol, the "Jet set ar- 
tist," is best known for his pop 
art paintings, such as the 
repeated Campbell soup cans 
work which has become very 
familiar   to   the   American 
in   some    innovative   print- 
making. 
Jacob Lawrence is a painter 
of social and historic themes 
and Jamie Wyeth, son of An- 
drew Wyeth, is largely con- 
cerned with portraiture and 
subject matter similar to his 
father's style. 
The final artwork will be in 
the form of lithograph or silk- 
screen, boxed in sets of five. 
100 sets in all will sell for $2,500 
apiece. Besides the purpose of 
commemorating the event the 
project is also intended to help 
raise money for the Inaugural 
Committee. 
Warhol is considering the 
inaugural invitation sent to 
many of Carter's supporters as 
his subject.    In an interview 
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with Megan Roaenfeld of The 
Washington Post he said, "It's 
a work of art." „ 
As for music, Carter's com- 
mittee turned to the "straight 
southern rock" Marshall 
Tucker Band and Sea Level, 
whose members include three 
Allman   Brothers  Band   rem- 
nants, to perform at various 
Inaugural parties on the big 
evening. A gesture towards 
Carter's down-home 
image?...The fact that Phil 
Walden, president of the 
groups' record label company, 
is a member of the Inaugural 
Committee    probably    didn't 
delay the booking. 
Nevertheless, this may be an 
indication of a growing 
awareness of the arts by our 
government, hopefully to affect 
those who won't, alas, get to 
boogaloo with J.C. in D.C. on 
January 20. 
Onward ho. 
Jackson Browne's lyrical talent 
follows through on latest album 
By KEN HILL 
Staff Writer 
A few years ago some people 
like Tom Rush and Bonnie 
Raitt began singing songs writ- 
ten by a young studio musician 
from California, and former 
member of the Nitty Gritty Dirt 
Band, named Jackson Browne. 
Soon afterward (in 1972) 
Browne recorded his critically 
acclaimed first album. 
Saturate Before Using, which 
produced a top notch single, 
"Doctor My Eyes", and stirred 
up a sort of cult following. The 
lyrics were direct and personal 
Oh people look around you 
The signs are everywhere 
You've left it for somebody 
Other than joy 
To be the one to care 
Browne's second album .was 
called For Everyman and fur- 
ther established his reputation 
as an intelligent and thoughtful 
lyricist That album featured 
the subtle (and sometimes 
mean) slide guitar of DaVid 
Lindley, who has a knack for 
complementing the words- by 
sort of weaving through them 
and working with the piano and 
acoustic guitar without 
spotlighting himself. 
The third album, Late For 
the Sky, was a commercial suc- 
cess of sorts, featured Lindley 
again, and even had a string 
arrangement on one cut.   It is 
unwise  to   equate   intelligent 
song   lyrics   with   bona   fide 
poetry, but repeated listenings 
to this  album,  that  sort  of 
correlation    becomes    more 
plausible. 
No one ever talks about 
Their feelings anyway 
Without dressing them 
In dreams and laughter— 
I guess that's just too painful 
otherwise 
The fine new one is called The 
Pretender, and it comes con 
plete with a couple of string 
arrangements, one horn 
arrangement, and (happily) a 
lyric sheet. No one (with the 
possible exception of Joni Mit- 
chell) portrays the white, mid- 
dle class L.A. scene better than 
Jackson Browne. This is not a 
concept album per se, but the 
songs fit together to create a 
sort of emotional roundabout 
probably resulting from the ex- 
cellent sequencing. And again, 
top notch lyrics- 
Let your illusions last until 
they shatter 
Whatever you might hope to 
find 
Among the thoughts that 
crowd your mind 
There won't be many that 
ever really matter 
Browne's voice is never 
flashy, but it is just right for 
this laid back sort of thing, 
especially when it is helped 
along by notables like Bonnie 
Raitt, J.D. Souther, and Crosby 
& Nash as it is here. The 
production is clean; every in- 
strument in every song is clear 
and unmuddled, and neither the 
strings nor the horns are over- 
done. And even though this 
album is on Asylum, not once is 
the word "desperado" even 
mentioned. 
Elvin Bishop, of "Fooled 
Around And Fell In Love" 
fame, will appear as special 
guest with The Charlie Daniels 
Band in Lexington. The con- 
cert is scheduled for January 14 
at the Rupp Arena. 
Singers 
to appear 
in Brock 
Centerboard will bring the 
Hear and Now Singers, a 16- 
member troupe from Alabama,, 
to the Brock Auditorium stage- 
on Monday, January 17 at 7:30 
p.m. 
"This year's show will run- 
the gamut in emotions from; 
comedy and drama to up-to-i 
date arrangements of the best 
in popular music," said Direc- 
tor Bob Burroughs in a press 
release. 
All members of the group are 
students at Samf ord University 
in Birmingham, Ala. Last, 
year, the Hear and Now Singers 
traveled 21,000 miles to carry' 
their music to 21 cities, per-, 
forming to over 50,000 people. . 
The Spring tour took the group; 
to performances from the 
Pacific coast to Walt Disney: 
World in Orlando. j 
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After nine years as cashier 
New bursar Jesse Samons 
'collects' behind the scenes 
By JACKIE BUTTON LYNCH 
Gaest Writer 
Hie new bursar, Jesse E. 
Samons, says he has a lot to 
learn in this new position 
which deals mainly with 
collecting fees. Ssmons 
succeeded William A. 
Stapleton, who retired after a 
ten-year term with the 
University, on January 3. 
After having served nine 
years as cashier in the bur- 
sar's office, Samons looks 
forward to the change, but 
feels his biggest problem with 
the new Job will be "getting 
used to it" 
"It's a lot different in here 
(where, as bursar he has an 
office and deals with the 
administration) than out there 
(where he dealt directly with 
students, cashing checks and 
collecting fees)," he said. 
Samons is probably best 
known for bis exceptional 
friendliness and cordiality and 
is quite popular with students 
as well as administrators. As 
cashier, once he became 
familiar with a student's face, 
he seldom asked for iden- 
tification. 
Samons explained the 
primary   function   of   the 
bursar's office is its control of 
the University income fund. 
All public universities have 
expense and income fund, be 
explained. The bursar's office 
U interested with the Utter- 
collecting tuition, dorm rent, 
and other fees. 
In addition to this, the 
bursar's office provides s 
check cashing service, and 
does all the billing for the 
University, Including Model 
Lab fees. The bursar works 
directly with student 
problems such as tardy bank 
loans, deferments, etc. The 
office also works with 
Veterans' affairs, and foreign 
students. 
Although Samons has been 
involved In the money affairs 
of the University for the last 
nine years, he has earned 
three degrees in chemistry 
where his initial interest lay in 
teaching the science. 
He received the associate of 
arts degree from Alice Lloyd 
College in Pipes Passes, Ky. 
and the bachelor of science 
and the master of science 
degrees from Eastern. 
He did, however, have an 
undergraduate minor in math, 
and received certification 
from the College of Business 
Management Institute at the 
University of Kentucky. 
He does not see himself as 
ever getting back into 
chemistry. "I like ad- 
ministration. I like the con- 
tact here. Chemistry is a 
competitive field." 
Presently, Samons said he 
will stay in line with the 
policies that Stapleton 
developed. "What he did 
worked.  He did a good Job." 
Samons is a member of 
Sigma XL a local honorary 
which deals with scientific 
research. His bobbies are 
basketball, fishing, and 
racquet ball. 
He is married to Deanna 
Patton Samons, a two-year 
employe of the Graduate 
School here, and has two 
children, Jessica, and 
Anthony. 
What he will miss most 
about the transformation from 
cashier to Bursar is "that 
personal contact with a lot of 
the students. The ' office 
serves approximately 2,000 
students s day." 
-A college education: 
] two year 
] four year 
0 continuing 
Jesse- E. Samons 
By SUSAN LENNON 
Staff Writer 
A college education Is of- 
fered in many forms. As Dean 
of Continuing Education, It Is 
Dr. Larue Cocanaugher's 
primary concern to see that an 
individual is given alternative 
methods of obtaining that 
education. 
"We consider continuing 
education a service to the 
people,," said Cocanaugher. 
"This past semester, we've 
had approximately 28,500 
people enrolled throughout the 
United States-*we have an out 
of country enrollment too." 
In describing the nature of 
these courses, Cocanaugher 
said, "These courses are 
equivalent to college credit." 
"Generally, these classes 
are in institutions of higher 
education. If this is im- 
practical, we offer them 
where ever It is convenient 
and feasible," be said.. 
Alternative classrooms 
include high schools, 
hospitals, vocational as well 
as elementary schools, police 
department    and   federal 
correctional   institutions. 
Students range from nurses to 
prisoners. 
"These courses are quite a 
convenience to local colleges 
as well as those enrolled," 
said Cocanaugher. 
Cocanaugher also has a 
responsibility for 
correspondence courses. 
Madison County leads the 
University's enrollment of 
those taking correspondence 
courses. Presently, there are 
678 persons enrolled In some 
facet of the University's 
correspondence course 
program. 
"Saturday' and evening 
classes are offered for the 
person who wishes to learn 
without enrolling ss a full- 
time student—we assimulate 
their schedules here," said 
Cocanaugher. 
Anyone interested in taking 
a correspondence course may 
contact Cocanaugher or come 
to Begley 421 and obtain a 
listing of courses offered. 
Well-known linguist Kenneth Pike 
to keynote KICL annual convention 
The Kentucky Inter- 
disciplinary Conference on 
Linguistics is preparing the 
program for its Third Annual 
Convention March 30 - April 2 
on campus. 
"One of the principal ob- 
jectives of KICL is to provide 
a. forum for dtsnission of 
research on language from a 
variety of perspectives," 
according to Charles Lstta, 
president of the conference 
and assistant professor of 
English st the University. 
Although the organisation is 
regional, It attracts par- 
ticipants from almost every 
part of the United States and 
many foreign countries, in 
such diverse areas as 
soclolingulstlcs, psycholin- 
guistlcs, reading, special 
education, historical 
linguistics, linguistic 
geography, philosophy, and 
literary studies.' 
Dr. Kenneth Lee Pike, 
professor of linguistics at the 
University of Michigan, will 
deliver the keynote address, 
"Language and Discourse 
Structure",   in   a   special 
session of the three-day 
convention April 2. 
His wife, Dr. Evelyn Pike, 
also a well-known linguist, will 
deliver the closing address of 
the session, "Purpose and 
Discourse Structure", also on 
April 2. 
Dr. Kenneth Pike received 
the bachelor of theology 
degree in 1033 from Gordon 
College   of   Theology   and 
Missions, and the doctor of 
philosophy degree in 1942, 
from the University of 
Michigan. He joined the 
University faculty in 1948 as 
visiting associate professor. 
He became associate 
professor in 1949 and professor 
in 1966. 
He was research associate 
at the English Language 
Institute of the University 
from 1942 to 1943; lecturer in 
phonetics in the Linguistics 
Institute (University of 
Michigan) during the summer 
of 1946; and Alfred H Lloyd 
Fellow in linguistics st the 
University from 1946 to 1946. 
From 1946-1948, Dr. Pike 
was engaged in research in 
alphabet formation for Indian 
tribes, through the summer 
Institute of Linguistics, 
Mexico; and during the year 
1943-44, he was alphabet 
consultant In Ecuador, Peru, 
and Bolivia with the American 
Bible Society. 
> 
In 1949 and 1963, be set up 
branches of the summer 
Institute of Linguistics In 
Australia and England. 
During his sabbatical year 
1956-66, he studied various 
Indian Languages in the 
lowlands east of the Andes in 
Peru. 
(See PIKE, Page 8) 
Sophomore chosen 
for bank internship 
A sophomore Eastern coed, 
Diana Smith, was recently 
selected to participate In the 
Bank Examiner Internship 
Program offered in Columbus 
Ohio. 
A Banking and Finance 
major from Cellna, Ohio, 
Smith was first reviewed by a 
committee of Regional 
Directors of the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Cor- 
poration in Columbus, Ohio. 
Smith will be classified as 
an intern for a period 
beginning   the   middle   of 
January and extending 
through the end of August. 
"I was honored to get the 
Job," said Smith. "I can at- 
tribute this to my summer Job 
experience where I performed 
duties in bank telling, loan 
work, bookkeeping and 
proofing." 
After a two week session of 
field training, Smith's 
responsibilities will include 
traveling to various banks 
within the Ohio, Virginia and 
Kentucky area where she will 
examine and audit their 
present systems. 
There's no sense In hurrying a thing like registration. At 
least Randy Creger, junior electronics major from Eminen- 
ce, thinks so. Due to bed weather registration was extended 
Television, radio series used 
ay asm tan 
through today and Friday to allow snow bound students to ob- 
tain their classes. 
New history course based on best-seller 'Roots'' 
History buffs will receive a   television, radio and s 13-week 
triple treat this winter as they 
will be able to explore an 
important part of America 
using three different means- 
course offered during the 
spring semester. 
Starting Jan. 23,. a 12-hour 
series concerning the history 
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of one Black American family 
will appear on the ABC 
television network. Produced 
by the David L. Wolper 
Organisation, the series is 
based on the best-eelllng book, 
"Roots", written by Alex 
Haley. 
In addition to the book and 
television series, the 
University offer the new 
course, BIS 380 Topics la 
History, which is entitled 
"African Roots in American 
SoU." 
Where the book and TV 
series recount the lives of 
Haley's family, the course 
makes the transition to relate 
to the typical experiences of 
Blacks during the same time 
period. 
"This combination of the 
book, telecasts and scademic 
f 
course offered will make this'a 
most rewarding and 
memorable learning ex- 
perience for all those who are 
Interested in American 
history," said Dr. John 
Flanagan, associate dean of 
non-traditional studies. 
Students who sign up for the 
course will not be required to 
attend class. Selected 
acadamir materials will be 
nailed to each student who 
will be required to view the , 
television series and listen to a 
series of 12 radio broadcasts 
ever radio station, WEKU-F M 
(88.9). Featured on the radio 
portion of the course will be 
discussion on Black history by 
prominent historians from 
around the nation. 
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Wine-making course 
An alternative to sour grapes story 
Snow problems That wet snow is the worse kind. At least six Inches fell on campus since Sunday leaving many discouraged students 
cleaning, shoveling and wiping the snow away from important 
By TERRY TAYLOR 
Organization! Editor 
Dr. Harry Smiley likes wine, 
but only making it, of course. 
That will be the objective of a 
new Monday night class to be 
offered for the first time this 
semester. 
Anyone may take the 
course, but because it is non- 
credit. Smiley believes most 
of the participants will be 
drawn from the community. 
Until the students can take the 
Class for credit, Smiley 
acknowledged that many 
would probably be more in- 
terested in simply trying to 
graduate. 
Smiley, chairman of the, 
chemistry department, said 
there is a "considerable 
amount" of chemistry in- 
volved in making wine, 1>ut 
added, "We can discuss it on a 
layman's     level     without 
resorting to too technical 
terms." 
Sharing Smiley's interest 
and teaching responsibilities 
will be Dr. Robert J. Miller, 
chairman of the philosophy 
department. 
"We are personal friends 
and we both have interest in 
the subject. It is sort of s 
natural thing that we should 
work together in the class," 
said Smiley. 
"I've been wanting to do this 
for a long time. In fact, I spent 
my last summer sabatical at 
the University of California at 
Davis studying enology (the 
science of wine-making) and 
viticulture (the science of 
raising and caring for 
grapes)," he added. 
Wine industries in America, 
Italy, Germany, Spain and 
South America will be 
examined,   as   well   as   the 
history of wine, wine laws, 
cellar construction, aging, 
planting and pruning. 
The class was made possible 
because recent legislation 
passed by Kentucky's General 
Assembly legalised the 
operation of wineries in the 
state. Federal approval for 
the class was required in 
order to make the wine. 
There are only two wineries 
operated for profit in Ken- 
tucky—one in Paris and one in 
Hazard. Smiley noted that 
Kentucky laws needed some 
revision. Kentucky wineries 
are restricted to s 50 thousand 
gallon yearly limit. In 
comparison, California's 
wineries (a small one 
produces about one million 
gallons yearly) are unlimited. 
Smiley explained that 
Kentucky has potential for 
growth in the wine industry 
because, "Grapes really don't 
need good land. Grapes will 
grow on Just about anything." 
Strip-mined land could 
provide excellent grape- 
growing possibilities, 
especially for the French 
hybred strain. 
Fermentation will take 
place with a variety of foods. 
"Anything that has sugar and 
carbohydates will make 
alcohol and carbon dioxide, 
said Smiley. He explained 
that the reason grapes were so 
popular for wine making was 
because they are already 
naturally high in sugar con- 
tent. 
The end result of the class 
will be approximately two 
gallons of an as yet un- 
determined type of wine. 
Registration will take place at 
the first class meeting, 
January 17, Room 107, In the 
Moore Building. 
Staff writers wanted 
Switzer appointed to broadcast group 
Anyone interested in writing 
for the Progress come to the 
office on the fourth floor of the 
Jones Building or call 622-3106. 
Regular staff meetings are 
Monday at 4:45 p.m. in the 
Progress office. 
Mary Kay Switxer, assistant 
professor of broadcasting, has 
been appointed to the Industry 
Liaison Committee of the 
Broadcast Education 
Association, Washington D.C 
the purpose of the com- 
mittee, composed of 
professors from colleges and 
universities throughout the 
nation, is to strengthen ties 
between educators and the 
broadcast industry, the 
Association announced. 
Switzer will attend a 
committee meeting March 27 
during the National 
Association of Broadcasting 
Convention in Washington. 
One of the few women 
holding a FCC first class 
license, Switzer has had 
experience in commerical 
broadcasting as well as 
having her original folk opera, 
"Karolee Fairday," produced 
for stage and television by the 
Colorado Governor's Council 
on the Arts and Humanities. 
She has been a member of 
Eastern's faculty since 1074. 
She received the bachelor of 
science degree from South 
Dakota University and the 
master of arts in radio- 
television from Bowling Green 
State University in Ohio. A 
native of Rapid City, S.D., 
Switxer lives in Eastern Hills. 
She formerly worked for 
Duhamel Broadcasting 
Enterprises, which serves six 
states, as director of public 
services and promotions, and 
also for KOTA. Rapid City, a 
Duhamel station, as on- 
camera talent. 
Switxer has taught at South- 
west Minnesota University, 
Bowling Green Stats 
University, Doane College in 
Crete, Neb., and Northeastern 
College in Colorado. 
Pike highlights KICL 
Study in the Yucatan 
during spring break 
(Ceattsmed from Page 4) 
Some television reviewers 
believe it will receive s 
number of awards. 
He directed ln-the-field 
seminars for members of the 
summer Institute of 
Linguistics studying the in- 
digenous languages of Pern, 
Ecuador, New Guinea, The 
Philippines. Ghana, Nigeria. 
Nepal, and India from lttfre*. 
During these seminars he 
directed the writing of 
technical papers on the 
language being studied by 
members of the Institute. 
During the last year, Pike has 
been the chairman of the 
department of linguistics, in. 
addition to directing the ac- 
tivities of the Institute. 
Pike is the author of 
numerous book and articles in 
the fields of linguistics and 
religion. 
From 1942 to date, he was a 
member of the Board of 
Directors of the Wycllff e Bible 
SSM 
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Translators, Inc. His work in 
linguistics has resulted in the 
translation of the Holy Bible in 
300 languages. 
Pike is a member of the 
Linguistic Society of America 
(president, 1M1); the 
American Anthropological 
Association; the Summer 
Institute of linguistic, Inc. 
(president); International 
Phonetic Association (council 
member); and was a board 
member of the Center for 
Applied Linguistics, 
Washington, D.C. (1066-1900). 
Other important linguistic 
scholars will be guests of 
KICL's spring convention, 
including Dr. Randolph Quirk, 
University College, London, 
Englsnd; Dr. Guy Jean 
Forque, the Sorbonne, Paris, 
France; Dr. Lawrence M. 
Davis, University of Haifa, 
Israel; Dr. Raven V. 
McDavld. University of 
Chicago; and Dr. Gabriele 
Stein, Selgen, W. Germany. 
A travel and study course in 
Yucatan is being offered 
during the University's spring 
vacation, March 11-90. 
The course, offered by the 
department of geography 
will include five days in 
Merida, Yucatan, instructor 
William Adams said. It will 
include eight 24-hour evening 
sessions prior to the trip and 
provide three semester hours 
of graduate or undergraduate 
credit. 
Adams said registration for 
the course (GEO 500) may be 
made during regular spring 
semester registration, now 
underway on the campus. 
The interdisciplinary course 
will include readings and 
discussions based upon source 
materials relating to Yucatan 
history, anthropology and 
geography. 
Topics of study will include 
Mays-Toltec ceremonial 
centers, persistence of pre- 
conquest Msya culture traits; 
the mercado system; the 
henequen industry, the 
structure of Merids city 
government, the charac- 
teristics and uses of cenetes, 
and        the functional 
organization of Merida. 
Adams said the course is 
available on an audit basis for 
those not desiring academic 
credit. 
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Paperwork 1 
5 
Paperwork takes almost as long as waiting in the long lines in 
registration. But when that occurs Mary Whited, junior nur- 
sing major from Jenkins, does what should be done and that 
is to find a spot by the wall and do it 
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OrDPioivietEnr 
laSlEBBUTT 
Lafayette 
BSR 
TURNER 
^/lCP<apHaNEs 
ANTErSTMAS 
CB BADIOS 
Wf      SERVICE    WHAT     Wl      SHI 
Every Tuesday night 
is Family Night 
\ 
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In case >ou didn't know  Tuesdas night is ver> special al Ponderosa Steak House 
It iFamil> Sight  i From 4PM t.ll dosing; 
The night sou can get a sibling Rib eve steak dinner (or chopped beef dinner) with 
baked potato, lasts salad and a mil ssnh butter  At a very special price 
So come to Pondcri.su Tucscljs night  fcumils Night 
>0NDER0SA STEAK HOUSE 
SQUARE MEAL-SQUARE DEAL 
EASTERN BY-PASS 
OPEN 11  A.M. ■ 9 P.M. SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY: 
11  A.M. -10 P.M. FRIDAY A SATURDAY 
!    I 
) 
i 
mamm i 
\ 
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Greg Adams Tennis Building to open Monday 
THE GREG ADAMS BUILDING 
Located Just south of the main campus on Kit Canon 
Drive, the Greg Adams Building for Indoor tennis play 
was one of only five such institutionally-owned 
facilities on a college or university campus in the 
United States when completed In January, 1977. 
The building includes four tennis courts, two on each 
side of an observation deck which runs the entire 
length of the structure and parallel to the courts. Int 
area beneath the deck houses a classroom, office 
space, restrooms and storage. 
The playing area is lighted entirely by electrical fix- 
tures and* ventilation system is comprised of louvered 
intakes and ceiling exhaust fans. The fieldhouse type 
structure is heated to keep the temperature at least 40 
degrees above the outdoor level In cold weather. 
The multi-colored surface is a rubberised material 
applied over asphalt Mesh netting may be drawn bet- 
ween courts to prevent interference from one court to 
another during Instructional sessions. In effect, each 
court becomes an independent teaching station. 
DAILY HOURS OF OPERATION 
Monday-Friday 
8 a.m.-3:30 p.m.—Instructional activities* 
3:30 p.m.-6 p.m.—BCD varsity practice 
I p.m.-11 p.m.-Recreational play • 
•Instructional and In service activity on Fridays 
"By reservation only 
The block of time from 8-11 p.m. weekday evenings is 
divided Into four segments of 75 minutes (1V« hours) 
divided and numbered as follows: 
1. 6p.m. to7:15p.m. 
2. 7: IS p.m. to 1:30 p.m. 
3. 8:30 p.m. to 9:45 p.m. 
4. 9:45 p.m. to 11 p.m. 
Players must reserve the time segment desired and 
all reservations must be made during the day for that 
evening. Courts not reserved are available for walk-on 
pUy at the beginning of the time segment. 
THECENTERFORFOREIGN8TIJDY<CT8)AD: 
WEEKEND HOURS OF OPERATION 
Saturday 
9 a.m.-noon-varsity practice and scheduled varsity 
matches 
Noon-11:15 p.m. -Recreational play 
Sunday 
Noon-11: IS p.m.—Recreational play 
•By reservation only 
The block of time from noon to 11:15 p.m. Saturday:. 
and Sundays Is divided Into nine segments of 73 
minutes (1V4 hours land numbered as follows: 
1. Noon to 1:15 p.m. 
2. 1:15p.m. to2:30p.m. 
3. 2:30 p.m. to 3:45 p.m. 
4. 3:45 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
5. 5 p.m. to6:15 p.m. 
8. 6:15p.m. to7:30p.m. 
7. 7:30 p.m. to 8:45 p.m. 
8. 8:45 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
». 10 p.m. to 11:15 p.m. 
Flayers must reserve the time segment desired and 
phone reservations for weekend play must be made 
Friday (see Instructions for making reservations). 
Courts not reserved are available for walk-on play at 
the beginning of the time segment. 
AVAILABILITY BY CATEGORY 
FEE SCHEDULE 
PftyiNnt listed If for one ptraoo for one recreational 
WfJIIIMll •*> 
EKU students .....S.7I 
EKU faculty and staff l.SO 
All others 150 
Minimum fee for one court for oae segment is $3.00 
(two students playing mast pay $3.00, or $1.50 each: 
four students also pay $3.00, or 75* each). 
VAIJDrauroCARDMUyrBEWtESENTED 
TO OBTAIN STUDENT Oft FACULTY/STAFF 
KATES 
Payment mutt be made before plA y begin* and color- 
coflodtfcJnaatxe leaned to thapls^ 
date and tne apeclnc »srra*» aafloaoC. ttckcu BMBK be 
retained by players while they are on the court. A dif- 
ferent color ticket is used for each of the three player 
classifications listed above. 
CHECKS CANNOT BE ACCEPTED 
AlAFAYMENTS MUST BE IN CASH ONLY 
^ For recreational play 
47 hours per week 
• For instructional and in-service activity 
37H hours per week 
• For varsity practice 
lfttt hours per week 
• Occasional scheduled matches and 
tournaments will be announced 
Total hours in use per week—100 
■ 
DAILY SCHEDULE 
8a.m. to3:30p.m. 
Instructional Activities 
3:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
Varsity practice 
6 p.m. to 11p.m. 
Recreational play 
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY 
Noon to 11:15 
Recreational play 
FEES 
EKU students $.75 
EKU faculty/staff 1.50 
All others IN 
Rates are per person per 75 minutes 
Minimum fee $3.00 
TO ASSURE EFFECTIVE OPERATION 
1. If a court is not claimed and fees paid within (5) 
minutes of the reservation time, that court becomes a 
"walk-on" and Is available on a Hrst-come-flist served 
1 A v-Uld EKU ID card must be presented to 
establish fee rate. 
3. The ticket issued to the player by the attendant 
must be retained by the player until play Is completed 
4 No checks will be accepted. 
RESERVATION SYSTEM 
622-1104 
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 
622-1104 
Students and faculty /staff 
9-10 a.m. weekdays 
AU others 
10-11 ajn. weekdays 
In order to assure EKU students and personnel 
priority use of the facility during the recreational 
times, the following system of reservations is used: 
1. Reservations for courts are accepted via 
telephone for that day only. NO ADVANCE reser- 
vations taken. Telephone reservations for Saturday 
and Sunday may be made during the appropriate time 
the preceding Friday. 
2. Student and faculty/staff telephone reservations 
ONLY are accepted weekdays from 9-10 a m. 
3. Telephone reservations for all throe player 
classifications are accepted weekdays from 10-11 ML 
4. Reservations may be made in person anytime 
during the day if tune Is available to walk-on players 
on a first-come-flrst-eerved basis. 
QUICK RULES 
Tennis shoes must be worn on courts 
Fee most be paid before play begins 
Ticket must be retained throughout play 
Present EKU ID for priority fee rate 
No checks accepted for payment 
Reservations necessary for recreational play 
ENIAM.LID. 
IMPORTANT STUDY ABROAD ANNOUNCEMENT: Limited opeaelags remain sa CFS accredited Spring 
1*77 Academic Year Programs commencing Soring Trimester. Easrly acceptance Is new open far Fal "77, 
Winter, Sprang '71 «r Fan Year "1-11 ■ Moscow, SaUaunra, Paris, Dijon, FUreace, Peragsa, CsafsSagm, 
Amsterdam, Vienna, Geneva, Fnaflaad for ■aiJM snpMtaati tn languages, all subjects sac. HI taw, 
business. AM starts ta gsoi standing sssjata FTtataw, 8spasisre, Jossers, Sealers, Oman. Oosd 
faculty references, self-motivation, sincere Interest hi stady abroad, int'l cultural ffrhsagt const more wttfe 
CFS than grade point. For nppucatfons-informatioa: CENTER FOR FOREIGN STUDY-AY ADMISSIONS 
DEPT N-Zlt S. State-BM ON-Ann Arbor, MICH 481t7-( 313)0*2-5575. 
THKNCMSAD: 
EARN UP TO $3000 PER SEMETER OR MUCH MORE!  Campus Reps wanted to pest dhrtrtbnte for esta- 
mission. Lines guaranteed to seU. Aggressive, motivated persons. Few boors weekly. Send resume, $*, for 
job description, info sheets, application forms, post a hamflg. Upon acceptance receive coding aaunber, 
memb. card, work manual free. Wtt first wceMy cammlaslnn check receive your$» bock. ■TRITE: Nnnon- 
wide College Marketing Bailees (NCMB>, Bos 1304, Aaa Artsr, MI 4tl0$. 
XlfWEDmHSfrH ^fc W SfJMl OUSTS J^ 
ELVIN BISHOP 
FRIDAY, JAN. 14 7:30 PM 
TICKETS ON SALE NOW 
ii n s» onau sun nsinto 
oaou trauma 
ORDER BY MAIL NOW 
LEXINGTON CENTER'S 
UIIMIM am KB ama ucinin a«iw n UKMIMS a UMKIM 
am* ■< au KM 
CO! C OtlllK'MCilWIt IUMSI flM IIUKIM II MM) 
CHimio oacu M aoMi oowns <MT uu man io* af OMUIKM 
matron amo s 
RUPP ARENA 
AnENTION STUDENTS 
EXPRESS 66 
EASTERN BY-PASS I PORTER NIVE 
NEW GASOLINE PRICES 
Regular 57.9 
FULL SERVICE 
Wl pM YOW fas, cltai YOUR wlt#sii«W 
t Clock YOUR ill - Will mstjihYJI 
•XMMMTHURRDUBS  * PHQflC MTfRHMOIAt ENTEISWStS RXLEASf   MrhUiJ 
HELD OVER! 2ND BIG WEEK 
Towne Cinema 
623-8884    Richmond 
Show Times:   7 8 9 p.m.    Sorry, No Passes 
Your 
One-Slop 
Shop 
 At 
iNfrassl 
-Mr 
Sorority Mascots 
Novelties g 
Giftware-Houoeware 
We Gift Wrap 
TV & Radio Repair Shop ' 
Appliance and Plumbing Shop 
i 
■■■ ■■ ^^^^mmm^^mmm^m^^^^^mm 
f 
..the direct: current 
terry tayton 
Please send notice- of all special events and meeting 
times, dates and places to Terry Taylor, organizations 
editor, 4th floor, Jones Building. Unless notice is in by the 
Friday preceding publication , placement in the Direct 
Current cannot be guaranteed. 
* fc      Today 
NO CLASSES 
4:30 Panhellenic Council meeting, Jaggers Room, Powell 
Building. 
•:OOEKUDanceTheatremeeting,WeaverGym. j, 
Late registration and schedule changes, f 1 fee per day. 
Friday, January 14 
NO CLASSES 
5:30 3-M  Company  meeting,  Jaggers  Room,  Powell 
Building. 
Saturday, January IS 
8:00 a.m. 3-M Company meeting, Jaggers Room, Powell 
Building. 
2:00 Swim meet vs. Kent State, Combs NaUtorium. 
Sunday, January II 
2:00 Nursing Department Reception, Herndon Lounge, 
Powell Building. 
7:00 Crisis Counseling Service meeting, Jaggers Room, 
Powell Building. 
1:00 Tau Kappa Epsilon meeting,  Kennamer Room, 
Powell Building. 
Monday, January 17 
I CLASSES RKSUME 
. 3:30 Tryouts for "The Night Thoreau Spent In Jail", Room 
.   137, Campbell Building. 
* 5:00 Progress Staff meeting, 4th floor Jones Building. 
: 5:00 Inter-Fraternity  Council meeting Jaggers Room, 
Powell Building. 
4 5:15 Women's basketball vs. University of Kentucky, 
;. Weaver Gym. 
7:00 Delta  Upsilon  meeting,  Jaggers  Room,  Powell . 
Building. 
7:00  Theta   Chi  meeting,   Kennamer   Room,   Powell 
Building. 
| 7:00 Beta Theta Pi smoker, Herndon Lounge, Powell 
Building. 
7:30 Concert, Here and Now Singers, Brock Auditorium. 
Greg Adams Indoor Tennis Facility opens. 
;  Class pattern TTF. 
t> ■> 
Tuesday, January 1H 
11:01 a.m. Panhellenic display room, Kennamer Room, 
Powell Building. 
i. 4:30   Panhellenic   meeting,   Jaggers   Room,   Powell 
Building. 
6:00 Women's Interdorm meeting, Kennamer Room, 
Powell Building. 
| 6:00 EKU Dance Theatre meeting, Weaver Gym. 
7:00 Phi Delta Theta meeting, Jaggers Room, Powell 
Building. 
7:00 Sigma   Nu  meeting,   Kennamer   Room,   Powell 
Building. 
7:00 Pi Kappa Alpha meeting, Herndon Lounge, Powell 
Building. 
' 7:00 Tryouts for "The Night Thoreau Spent In Jail", Room 
1 137, Campbell Building. 
8:30 Paula Craig voice recital, Gilford Theatre, Campbell 
Building. 
Wednesday, January It 
6:00 Military Police meeting, Room B, Powell Building. 
8:00 Kappa  Alpha smoker, Herndon Lounge,  Powell 
Building. 
7:00 Parachute Club meeting, Kennamer Room, Powell 
Building. 
7:30 Beta Theta PI smoker, Herndon Lounge, Powell 
B Building. 
* »:W Bridget Bishop piano recital, Gifford Theatre, Camp- 
bell Building. 
dick's Stnoct Soviet 
% 
car repair service 
all major credit cards 
Eastern By Pass next to Jerrys 
623-9847 Hurshd  Click owner 
MACRAME 
CRAFT     SUPPLIES 
MAJD-cm •IYIN  cm •nu ■AJMIKI  •WNMETftiMK 
CUT-IAMSN-rU$nC-fwH KAK iwaiY amis •vm sra 
seuiiiTS •m*m 
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In the upcoming semester 
Greek plans are full 
No matter what the weather, the hassles of 
registration remain the same. Penning 
Rifleman  Steve Brockshire checks the 
rtMU kr RICK YEH 
paper work of sophomore Maureen Haley, 
a law enforcement major from Frankfort. 
Families host foreign students 
BY NANCY HUNGARLAND 
Feature Editor 
Christmas for International 
students left on campus can be 
a lonely and boring ex- 
perience, but with community 
and faculty involvement, a 
new campus organisation 
broke that pattern this year. 
Aa part of the Host Family 
program, approximately 20 
students stranded far from 
their homes over the holidays 
were treated to Christmas in 
American homes. 
Under the direction of the 
University Women, the 
project got off the ground 
during the Thanksgiving 
break, when more than 15 
students ate turkey and all the 
trimmings in Richmond area 
homes. 
Jack Callender, director for 
international education and 
foreign student advisor, called 
the program a success so far. 
He hopes to expand It so that it 
operates continuously rather 
than simply during  breaks. 
American      family       ex- 
perience," be said. 
Although be is working to 
expose the students to general 
aspects of American society, 
Callender said that he cant do 
the job by himself. "To learn 
a culture and language you've 
got to apply It In a natural 
environment," he said. 
The Host Family program is 
just one way the University 
international students are 
reaching out into the com- 
munity. According to 
Callender, the fall semester 
was busy and the spring 
promises increasing activity 
on the international scene. 
University student 
Hildegard Althoff of Germany 
appeared on KET this fall on a 
program that interviewed 
International students at- 
tending Kentucky univer- 
sities. 
Two Venesuelan students, 
Pedro Castillo and Fernando 
Machado, entertained the 
"I would like to see It^Rictanond Altniaa Club with 
operate every time Americans native music and dancing, 
can benefit from entertaining Callender said that other such 
the international students and programs utilising the 
students can benefit from the   talents     of    international 
students are being arranged 
for the spring. 
International students 
represented the University at 
United Nations Day in Frank- 
fort and then staged their own 
International event with a 
dinner for the public. Food 
from a variety of countries 
and native entertainment 
were featured. 
The spring semester plans 
for the international com- 
munity include a world issues 
conference on campus with 
discussions and speakers. 
Callender said that be win 
also place more emphasis on 
increasing membership in the 
International Students 
Association. American 
students are part of the in- 
ternational scene also, he 
said, and he wants to pull 
more of them into the 
organisation. 
i Through this organization 
and host family program, 
Callender said, we can "help 
them (international 
students) reach out Into the 
community and become a part 
♦fit." 
ByTERRY TAYLOR 
Organizations Editor 
The pace won't be quite as 
frantic for Greeks at the 
beginning of this semester as 
it was during the fall, but 
there will be plenty in the 
upcoming semester to keep 
them busy. 
Informal rush for the 
sororities begins January 17. 
Jill Harbin, assistant to the 
director of student activities 
and organisations, said 
sororities may fill vacancies 
left by graduating members to 
maintain the 75 member level. 
Pledging and bidding is 
compacted into one hectic 
week at the beginning of the 
fall semester. Informal rush, 
in comparison, lasts until the 
final day of classes. After one 
week of open houses, the girls 
select the sorority to which 
they wish to belong. The 
sorority then has the option of 
offering them a bid. 
From 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. there 
will be a Panhellenic rush 
display set up in the Ken- 
namer Room for perusal by 
interested girls. 
Throughout the semester 
various weeks will be set aside 
for activities by particular 
fraternities and sororities. 
For example, there will be 
Kappa Week (February 21- 
16), Omega Week (March 28- 
April 2), Pikes Peak Week 
(April 4-0) and Theta Chi 
Rally Week (April 11-16). 
A joint committee from the 
Panhellenic Council and the 
Inter-Fraternity Council has 
been planning Greek Week for 
the past semester. According 
to Harbin, this is an effort to 
unite all Greeks into one 
function. 
Service projects and 
athletic competition will be a 
part of Greek Week (April 18- 
23), as they are in most of the 
other weeks. There will also 
be an all-Greek banquet, and a 
possible leadership seminar. 
Elections for the Greek 
governing bodies, the 
Panhellenic Council and the 
Inter-Fraternity Council 
(IFO, will be held the first 
and third weeks in February, 
respectively. 
Joe  Redinger of the  Tau 
Kappa  Epsilon  fraternity is 
the current president of IFC. 
Chi Omega Jo Ann Griffey is 
presiding over the Panhellenic 
Council until the elections in 
the absence of former 
president Susan Steele, who 
graduated in December. 
Greek activity is, for the 
most part, suspended during 
the summer. Brochures about 
the Greek system are handed 
out to interested freshmen 
during  summer  orientation. 
Aurora 
deadlines 
Aurora, the student literary 
magazine, is accepting 
manuscripts for the spring 
1977 issue, published in April. 
All students are eligible to 
submit poetry, prose, creative 
essays   or   one-act   plays. 
Manuscripts should be 
typed and double-spaced, with 
name and return address on 
each manuscript. Deadline is 
February 1. A prize award of 
$25 will be given for the beat 
prose and poetry. Submit 
manuscripts to Aurora, Box 
387, Campus, or bring to Dr. 
William Sutton, Wallace 133. 
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Side Lines 
Susan Becker 
Being named sports editor of the Progress is 
very exciting for me, because I have always 
been fascinated with the world of sports—not 
only the physical battle on the playing fields, 
but also the psychological battles that an 
athlete experiences. 
This is an especially exciting era of sports in 
America. With the growth of women's sports, 
athletic directors have found it necessary to 
re-organize the priorities of their programs. 
This re-organization will undoubtedly produce 
much change, and hopefully these changes 
will be for the best. 
However, these changes - such as increased 
budgets for the women's teams which often 
result in decreases in the men's budget - have 
caused a lot of tension and controversy. This 
makes it a difficult time to be a sports editor. 
There is a kind of a cold war going on bet- 
ween the coaches of the men's and the coaches 
of the women's teams on campus right now. I 
expect certain controversies to arise while I 
am sports editor, and I certainly don't want to 
step on anyone's toes. 
However, ignoring the problem won't make 
it go away. When a situation like this may oc- 
cur, I plan to investigate it as f ully and as ob- 
jectively as possible. This policy pertains not 
only to the "cold war," but to every other 
aspect of sports life on this campus. 
As I see it, the editor has a responsibility to 
give equal coverage to both male and female 
athletes, as well as keep the readers informed 
on intramurals, sports clinics and sports clubs. 
It's impossible to use a formula to deter- 
mine the content of the pages - to say that 50 
per cent of the space should be given to the 
women's teams and 50 per cent given to the 
men is unfair to both sides. The sports pages 
have to be flexible to allow for maximum 
creativity when designing the layout. 
If any coaches, players or readers have any 
suggestions, comments or criticisms, feel free 
to drop me a line or give me a call at the 
Progress office. I believe that the sports 
pages can be the most entertaining and in- 
formative section of the paper. I hope that by 
the end of this semester, you will believe that 
too. 
'There will always be 
injuries in athletics' 
Editor's Note: Thii itory li 
tbc flnt in a series dealing 
with athletic injuries, 
researched and written by 
former iporti editor Maria 
Rldenow. 
By MARLA RIDENOU R 
Gnett Writer 
"As long as we have bigger, 
faster and stronger players 
colliding as they do in football, 
there will always be injuries in 
athletics," said Head Athletic 
Trainer Dr. Bob Barton. 
"There is no reason to think 
that they wont continue, but 
conditioning is by far the best 
means of prevention." 
With the number of sports 
related injuries and the lack of 
conclusive knowledge from 
prevention research, trainers 
like Barton become the watch- 
dogs for many college 
athletes. 
"No amount of conditioning 
could have prevented part of 
Bruce Scales' knee being 
injured when he was hit the 
way he was," Barton said. 
Scales, a sophomore 
noseguard on the Colonel 
football team, is recovering 
from knee surgery which left 
him with a gaping hole the size 
of an orange in his knee until 
skin grafts can be made. His 
injury was the only serious 
one during the past season. 
"We were very fortunate In 
football this year, we had 
fewer serious injuries than 
any team I've ever been 
associated with," he said. 
"National surveys have shown 
that an average of four to five 
college football players will be 
doubtful for spring practice. 
We only have one that's not 
k
 •> --"**'" 
fully recovered." 
"Now, basketball U a little 
worse than normal," the 
trainer said. "We haven't had 
many problems on the floor, 
they have been carry-oven 
from off-season activities. 
Darryl Davis hurt bis knee In 
a basketball pickup game, BUI 
Dwane broke bis foot In a 
softball contest, and Jim 
O'Brien reinjured his knee 
when he bumped it on the bed. 
Those are just strange sorts of 
accidents. 
"One can't play fearful of 
Injuries," Barton said. "I've 
never seen a good athlete 
develop that was afraid. 
Players are more prone to 
injuries when they are looking 
for them. 
"Athletes give up every 
year when the fear of injury 
becomes an obsession. In 
football if the fear is there, 
whether it is legitimate or not, 
it affects play. After surgery 
due to a football Injury, one 
can't return to regular form 
with the fear of Injury utmost 
in bis mind," Barton said. 
The decision on whether an 
injured athlete can play lies 
mainly in the hands of the 
trainer. "It's definitely a 
judgement decision," Barton, 
said. "The more injuries you 
see the better off you are in 
making that decision. 
"It's practically impossible 
to change an athlete's mind if 
he feels strongly that be 
should play. Most want to 
play if possible. Different 
athletes have different pain 
tolerances,"   Barton   stated. 
' 'Quite often I get input from 
the team physician. Two 
ankles can look clinically the 
same, yet one person could 
play while the other couldn't," 
he said. "It's physical and 
psychological." 
"Coach Kldd's opinion is 
that if a player cant practice 
■tfull speed by Wednesday, he 
wont play Saturday. It's a 
good theory from the health 
angle since the player will 
have lost some of bis con- 
ditioning," Barton said. 
"There is a lot of research 
going on, but not many con- 
clusions are being reached. 
Pro football is the most 
scientific since it has the moat 
injuries," Barton said. 
"We're just touching the 
surface in preventatlve 
medicine. National studies 
are being done and beginning 
evidence is starting to show 
but it's Just touching the tip of 
the iceberg." 
According to Barton, some 
foreign countries are further 
advanced than the U.S. in this 
area. "In picking sports for 
young children they consider 
factors such as susceptibility 
to Injury," be said. 
"Medical histories tell a lot 
about susceptibility to Injury. 
Pro football teams are the 
most scientific about it 
because it is their investment 
and is strictly a business 
proposition." 
"About 90 per cent of the pro 
teams know bow many in- 
juries Elmo Boyd and 
Roosevelt Kelly (football 
players) had this year and 
how many games and prac- 
tices they missed," Barton 
said. "I got 1W0 calls on why 
Kelly didn't play at Tennessee 
Tech and if he was injury- 
prone. 
"Every pro team has a 
letter from me on why Kelly 
had shoulder surgery," the 
trainer added. "When it 
comes down to a draft pick, 
the pros would go with the 
player that never had 
surgery." 
"Those teams start  on- 
upcoming sports 
events 
EELS SWIM TEAM 
Kent State at EKU 
Jan. 16 
MEN'S BASKETBALL. 
EKU at Middle Tennessee 
Jan. IS, at Western 
Jan. 17 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Tonight at home against Ken- 
tucky 7p.m.       <■* 
serving injuries when athletes 
are at an early age," Barton 
said. "While I was at U.K. and 
Rick Robey was a sophomore, 
be was already being con- 
sidered as a pro prospect 
because of his site and 
ability." 
There is some controversy 
in regards to certain Injuries 
and their prevention. "Some 
say that to avoid sprained 
ankles, taping .might be the 
beat idea," Barton said, 
"However, continued taping 
weakens the ankle and it's not 
a good practice to tape a 
strong one. It's difficult to 
Justify the expense of taping 
just by a prevention theory." 
Barton feels that a definite 
case can be made against 
playing on one surface and 
practicing on another, for it 
puts players at a disad- 
vantage. "Not that artificial 
turf la dangerous, but If one 
had never been on it, he will be 
more injury-prone as he gets 
used to it. 
"Equipment is another 
factor, for aa it has improved, 
it has made football safer," 
Barton said. "But, new 
equipment causes techniques 
to change, which can bring 
about different kinds of in- 
juries. 
"More adequate health care 
is needed in athletics to 
prevent reinjury. Few high 
schools have trainers and we 
find some of our players who 
need to take time off because 
they were pushed constantly 
in high school." Barton stated. 
"Physical exams are also a 
part of prevention," Barton 
said. "Each year someone 
dies in athletics who might 
have been saved by a pre- 
season physical exam." 
Field expands for 
Sports reporters 
Like watching sports? Like 
playing sports? Well then, 
why don't you try your hand at 
writing sports? It's an ex- 
citing field that, unlike other 
forms of news writing, really 
lets you use your imagination 
to explore the sports world 
from the inside. If you're in- 
terested, stop by the Progress 
office on the fourth floor Jones 
Building or give me a call at 
622-3108. It's a great ex- 
perience. 
A perfect blend of 
tomatoes and spices 
with almost V4 lb. 
of pure beef in 
every bowlful. 
Eastern By Pass RICHMOND 
2575 Nicholasville Rd. LEXINGTON 
1499 Boardwalk NORTH PARK, LEXINGTON 
Fresh tastes best 
^■■■CUPCOVPONHafl 
ONI FHCC HAMBuRGf«Pf RCOU»0»- 
■ m • CUP COUPON m m 
ONE BOWl CH.iiPCBCOUPON 
1    \ 
FREE 
HAMBURGER 
Now at Wendy i 
Old Fashioned Hamburgers 
(hit coupon entitles you 
lo a (Tee Single Hamburger 
with the purchase of two 
hamburgers of any size. 
Offer expires 
1/2B/77 
PftCMNT COUPOX vVM(N OftO£Ai*G 
b 
20«OFF 
CHILI 
Now al Wendy's 
Old Fa*hk>nrd Hamburgers 
this coupon entitles you to 
20<o» Wendy '• 
rich, meaty Chili. 
Offer expires 
1/2*777 
P*€SCNT COUPON AHCNOROfftiNG        a 
■ aasBsacuPCOUPONiaaaai 
ONE OROER FRfNCM FWES PCR COWON 
15* OFF 
FRENCH FRIES 
Now at Wendy's 
Old Fashioned Hamburgers 
this coupon       a 
entitles you to ISC off 
an order of French Fries. 
Ofler expires 
1/28/77 
PHESfNl COUPON »VN(NO"Df»«ING 
Getting ready to furnish 
your apartment or trailer? 
We have QUALITY furnishings at 
LOW, DISCOUNT prices. 
Mattress/Box Springs 
Matching sets 
Hollywood Bed Frames 
Wearever 7 pc. set pots & pans - only   $895 
Candles, Stationery, Cards, Napkins, Etc.   1/2 off & Less!! 
DOWNTOWN RICHMOND 
QQM    Firm 
MO95 Extra Firm 
set 
Junior forward Oayle Freshwater completes a fast braaktna 
game last year. The team continues their season tonight with 
a game against Kentucky here at 7 p.m. before hitting the 
road for a three game stint. 
<a 
Women resume season tonight 
After a cancellation of Mon- 
day night's game, the 
women's basketball team will 
resume play tonight with a 
home game against Kentucky. 
Coach Shirley Duncan's 
squad, holders of a 1-3 record, 
will be trying to rebound from 
its showing in the pre- 
Christmas tourney at the 
Mississippi University for 
Women, where they lost three 
games 6866 to Gulf Coast 
Junior College, 78-69 to Cen- 
tral Missouri and 106-88 to 
Mercer. 
The tournament concluded a 
hectic week of semester 
exams and Duncan believes 
this factor, coupled with the 
long bus ride, were major fac- 
tors in her team's per- 
formance. 
"We were physically and 
mentally tired before going in- 
to the tournament," said Dun- 
can. "Most of the teams there 
had played more games than 
we had and were much further 
along." 
Leading   scorers   for   the 
early part of the season have 
been sophomore guards 
Peggy Gay and Emma 
Salisbury, a 5 foot 6 starter 
from Beaver, Ohio, Is in 
second place with 19.8 per con- 
test. 
Completing the tentative 
starting lineup are 5 foot 9 
junior forward Gayle Fresh- 
water, 5 foot 11 junior forward 
Cindy Lundberg, and freahman 
Sue CarolL who's 6 foot 1. 
Also expected to see plenty 
of action off the bench Include 
forwards Marda Mueller and 
Loretta Coughlin, center 
Kathy Hall and guard Velma 
Lehmann. 
After tonight's game, the 
team will hit the road for three 
games. Starting with a Jan. 15 
matchup with Belmont, the 
team will travel to Cincinnati 
on the 18 of January, and a 
Jan. 30 game at Tennessee 
Tech. 
Tonight's game starts at 7 
p.m. and there is no admission 
charge. 
Returning gymnasts 
give team strength 
By SUE FREAK LEY 
Staff Writer 
"The team this year Is 
better than they've ever 
been," said women's gym- 
nastics coach Agnes ChrieU- 
berg, who has been at Eastern 
for four years. 
"We'll have to see how the 
other teams do, because bow 
we do really depends on 
them," she commented. 
Five gymnasts will be 
returning from last year's 
squad. These experienced 
performers are juniors Taryn 
Wells, Sherry Robertson and 
Beth Miles, along with 
sophomores Janet Herr and 
Mary WUkerson. 
In addition to those retur- 
ning, three freshman will also 
be on the roster. Beginning 
their   collegiate   careers   at 
Eastern this year will be Patty 
Prather, Mary Lions and 
Jennifer Shaw. 
Lions, Herr, Wells, and 
Miles have been awarded 
athletic scholarships to play 
here. 
Coach Chrietiberg win be 
assisted by Karen Seavers, 
who Is a graduate assistant. 
Seavora will be a great help 
to the team, Chrietiberg said, 
because "she herself was a 
competitor and has a lot of 
training." 
The. gymnasts, who have 
been practicing since October, 
returned to school Jan. S to 
prepare for their season 
opener at Ball State, where 
they will face Valpariso and 
Bowling Green as well as the 
boating team. 
"Ol hirj! Change 
luracKinrt' 
If you don't know what 
this iSsyouVe not eating at 
McDonald's. 
It's chanxc. And you can still net it at 
McDonald's. 
Our prices are uill terrifically reasonable. 
And you can still itct terrific things to eat t< ■< 
under a dollar. 
So. why not eat at McDonald's soon? 
The change willdo youinxxi. 
"•tottaJllorro. (XX 
\. 
■■ 
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Controversy surrounds 2nd Colonel OVC loss 
By SUSAN BECKER 
Sparta Editor 
saw 
HARVEYDUNBAR 
Staff Writer 
The ColoneU suffered their 
aecond disappointment in two 
days when they loat to Murray 
State In the final seconds of 
Monday night'i game. 
Although the final acore on the 
board was 71-71 in the home 
team's favor when the final 
busier sounded, an official 
ruled that the last shot made 
by Tyronne Jones waa too late 
to be counted. 
"I thought there was one 
aecond left when the shot went 
through," said Murray State 
aaaiatant coach Jim Calvin. 
Although Coach Ed Byhre and 
the rest of the Colonel fans 
agreed with Calvin, the of- 
ficial timer and the referee 
declared the shot invalid. 
Byhre was outraged at the 
final decision, but stated that 
"It Is of no value for us to think 
about the same.   We were a 
little fiat and didn't play with 
much emotion." 
The ColoneU outahot the 
Murray Racers In the first 
half 57 to W per cent from the 
field, which helped them to 
open a nine point lead midway 
through the first half. At half 
ball game. 
Finally, with 5:31 to go. 
Colonel guard Denny Fugate 
hit from the outside which 
gsve a two point edge to the 
home team. John Randall of 
Murray lead a counter attack 
which knotted the score again. 
on a walking violation. The 
team then pressed Murray on 
the inbound pass and the ball 
ended up in the hands of 
Mark Oliver. 
Oliver   passed   to   Dave 
Bootchack who fed to Jonas 
The Eastern Progress 
time, the scoreboard favored 
the home team by four points, 
48-38. 
Racer Jimmy Warren 
connected on a shot in the 
aecond half which tied the 
score st 60-all. For three 
minutes following Warren's 
shot, neither team was able to 
connect or gain control of the 
Murray took the lead with 43 
seconds on the clock 8848, 
when Murray's Lenny Barber 
stepped to the charity stripe 
for a one-and-one. He hit on 
the first attempt, but the 
bonus shot fell short 
After several turnovers, the 
ColoneU had the bail with IS 
seconds remaining, but lost It 
As Assistant Athletic Director 
Mullins finds her hands full 
with new job responsibilites 
By MARLA RIUENHOUR 
Guest Writer 
If the stacks of paper piled 
on her desk and the number of 
phone calls she receives are 
any indication, Assistant 
Athletic Director Martha 
Mullins U well-situated in her 
new position. 
Mullins, formerly Coor- 
dinator of Women's Athletics, 
assumed her duties in August 
and has barely stopped to 
breathe since. 
The letter she received from 
President Emeritus Martin 
Informing Mullins of the 
promotion stated that she was 
to work closely with Athletic 
Director Donald Combs while 
reporting directly to Dr. Ned 
Warren, Chairman of the 
Physical Education Depart- 
ment. However, since then 
she has devoted most of her 
time to the area of women's 
sports. 
"I understood that I would 
have some central respon- 
sibility and not Just work with 
women's athletics," Mullins 
said. "The only project 
delegated to me by Combs has 
been compiling coaches' 
articles for the Health, 
Physlcsl Educstion and 
Recreation (HPER) 
newsletter." 
"It really doesn't make 
sense for me to bypass Combs 
and go to Warren," Mullins 
said. "I think things will 
shake down but not to the point 
where the sdministrstlon 
doesn't have a say in what the 
Job description will be." 
The cheerful and petite 
Mullins has tackled the job 
with the vigor needed to hold 
down her msny respon- 
sibilities. 
"As of this year I represent 
the University in all three 
women's conferences, the 
KWIC, AIAW Region II and 
the AIAW, and I am a member 
of one of the executive 
boards," Mullins said. "This 
involves s lot of reading." 
"I am responsible for the 
preparation and accuracy of 
all forms that go into the 
conference offices regarding 
player eligibility and aid in- 
formation," she continued. 
Mullins must also be money- 
minded, for she must see that 
the money budgeted for 
women's 'athletics U spent 
within the budget. "I have to 
make budget proposals for all 
six women's sports," she said. 
"I feel like my primary Job 
is answering calls or letters 
from prospective students 
about the women's athletic 
program and meeting 
people," Mullins said. "This 
includes interpretation of the 
program. I do channel some 
of this to the individual 
coaches." 
Mechanics of the sports 
competition also concerns 
Mullins. With the help of the 
coaches, she must make up 
schedules for the six sports 
and keep the athletic com- 
mittee informed of the 
schedule. 
"Once the schedule is 
compiled all the 
arrangements are mine," she 
continued. "This includes the 
hiring and paying of officials, 
making sure the managers set 
up the gym, and lining up 
auxiliary officials with the 
Women's Officiating Service. 
"Our operation still ties in 
with the training of students 
and I nope it stays that way," 
Mullins said. "That's the 
beauty of the whole thing, 
staying united and getting 
everyone trained." 
Still hungry for more in- 
volvement, Mullins is taking 
on more duties. "I don't know 
if I assumed it or not, but I 
have more direct supervision 
over sthletic trsinlng for 
women," she said. 
"I schedule events in 
Weaver Gym and Room 101 
from 3:30-7:30 p.m. and 
supervise the locker room, 
training room and equipment. 
Through this I can maintain 
limited contact with the 
athletes and get the pulse of 
the program," she said.. 
who was stationed under the 
basket. Jones did a quick Uy- 
up as the final buzzer sounded. 
However, the official checked 
with the official timer, and 
declared the shot was made 
after time has expired. 
Despite loud protests from 
the fans, the decision stood 
and the game went to Murray. 
"There was no way the 
clock had expired," said one 
irate spectator. "They started 
the pUy with eight or nine 
seconds left...they only made 
two paaaes and a shot - they 
had plenty of time." 
With this loss, the ColoneU 
overall record dropped to 3-0 
for the season and 0-2 in the 
OVC. 
The first OVC loss was dealt 
to the ColoneU by Austin 
Peay, who were chosen pre- 
season favorites for the OVC 
title. 
The Governors scored eight 
points before the ColoneU 
could get on the board, and led 
12-4 five minutes into the 
game. At halfime, however, 
the ColoneU had fought back 
to a 42-all Ue. 
Austin Peay took advantage 
of three ColoneU turnovers to 
take a 47-42 lead In the second 
half, and continued to edge 
away from the borne team In 
the 80-74 final decision. 
"We played Just well enough 
to win again," said Austin 
Peay coach Lake Kelly. "We 
played good defense for the 
first 10 minutes but then I saw 
the same old thing croap In of 
a lack of concentration that let 
Eastern come back." 
"It U bard to say what 
causes that," said cosch 
Ed Byhre in reference to the 
turnovers that may have cost 
his squad the game. "Maybe 
they thought since they tied 
Austin Peay at the half that 
was the best they could do." 
Another major factor in the 
games outcome wss the 
rebounding, where the 
Governors held a 44-34 ad- 
vantage. The ColoneU con- 
nected on 30 of 56 shots for a 
53.8 per cent accuracy mark, 
compared to Austin Peay's 
45.6 per cent, based on 31 of 68 
shots. 
Freshman Dave Bootcheck 
lead the ColoneU with 30 
points and 10 rebounds for the 
game, followed by Denny 
Fugate with 23 points. 
The ColoneU hit the road for 
the next two games against 
OVC teams: Jan. IS will be at 
Middle Tennessee end 
Western will meet the 
ColoneU on Jan. 17. 
OfflciaU Russ Waddell and Howard Gorrell 
check with the time keeper before making 
the final decision that cost the ColoneU a 
game in the OVC. 
"Morale U very important 
and needs to be monitored," 
Mullins said. "It deserves 
more attention than most 
people realise. 
"I've never had an athlete 
come in and complain about a 
coach," she stated. "They 
may make suggestions or ask 
for information, but their 
attitude U always positive. 
"Our problem U that we 
have room for three people in 
the administrative area," she 
said. "We need help in 
promotion and business. 
There U s natural division 
between public relations and 
day-by-day operation but it's 
not a dear-cut division. 
"General recruiting 
responsibilities lie on our 
central administration to talk 
to the University employees, 
the community and the 
alumni," Mullins said. "This 
needs specific attention to 
keep them Informed and 
alerted and U enough for two 
people to do. 
"If the women's program 
becomes so integrated with 
the men's we will need more 
people involved," she said. 
"The coaches are aUo 
teachers and we cant give 
them more to do. We've been 
so successful with our 
program because we've had 
one central person to keep 
these pressures off the 
coach. 
"People mean money and 
I'm not sure that the 
University feeU that it has the 
money to support another 
athletic person," Mullins said. 
"The integration of the 
programs does not help get- 
ting the Job done. 
"I think It's forthcoming 
that there will be a fuller 
understanding of what the 
athletic program's needs are 
and how to best collate them 
so that nobody suffers," 
Mullins concluded. 
Until that time, Mullins will 
continue to heap most of that 
responsibility- upon   herself. 
Sports 
Shorts 
MEN' 
The referees ruled that a last shot by Tyron- 
ne Jones hit the hoop too late which gave the 
game to Murray 71-70. 
GYMNASTICS    SCHEDULE 
Ife'te Ka. I 
in Koto 
Cuttmg. 
By SUSAN BECKER 
Sparta Editor 
Sports  fans  often 
themselves        on 
Saturday, January 22, 1 p.m. Georgia 
Saturday, January 29 2 p.m. Miami 
Saturday, Febrary 12 2 p.m. Jacksonville State 
Friday, February 18 7:30 pjn. Miami 
Saturday, February 26, 7:30 G-Tech & Ball State 
p.m. 
Saturday, March 5, 7 p.m. West Virginia 
pride March 10, 11, ft 12 SIGL's 
their 
knowledge   ot   trivia   about » m . _ _ 
their favorite sport With the | 
basketball   season   In   full 
swing, it seems appropriate to 
dust off the old sports fact jiji 
book   and   take   a   brief £ 
refresher course in the high- 
points of basketball history. 
College Basketball 
Q. The one-handed shot and 
the jump shot are two of the 
moat popular shots used in 
basketball today. When wart 
these shots first used and by 
whom? 
A. It waa In 1838 when Hank 
Luisetti of Stanford scored 88 
points against s first rate 
Duquesne team in Madison 
Square Garden using a one- 
handed shot that it became a 
popular shot. 
The one-handed jump shot 
was developed by Kenny 
Sailors, an outstanding player 
for Wyoming University in 
1843. 
Q. Has any college pUyer 
over scored 100 in s single 
game? 
A. Yes: In 1864, seven 
yesrs before WUt Cham- 
berlain hit the 180 point mark 
in a professional game, Frank 
Selvy of Furman put In 180 
points against Newberry. In 
fact, Selvy established hU 
record in eight minutes lasa 
playing  time than Witt  the 
suit 
BLACK &WHITE| 
PORTABLE TV 
■ INTRAMURAL HI-LITESS 
m 
FAMILY SIZE PORTABLE 
WITH POWER SENTRY 
me BRIDGETON • H192W 
Handsome Simulated Walnut 
Cabinet. 100% Solid-State 
Chaasia and Tuning System 
»erma-Set VHF Fine Tuning 
Sunshine' Picture Tube. Zenith! 
Power Sentry Voltage Regular 
Inq System 
KIRK'S 
T.V. SERVICE 
422 R. 211- 
IMRS HIGHLIGHTS 
After first semester 
tabulations, the Intramural 
Sports scene finds some close 
races' in the Ail-Year Trophy 
races. In the independent 
division, Mattox leads with 850 
points. Pit is in second place 
with 7874, Todd Trackers., the 
campus volleyball champion 
has 7364 while SAC remains 
within striking distance at 
6644. 
The fraternity division finds 
an extremely close race after 
volleyball. Sigma leads with an 
even 1300 points. Tau Kappa 
Epsilon has 1230 and Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon continues to rise 
after  their  volleyball   cham- 
pionship. The SAE's have 
10924. The volleyball ran- 
nerup Beta Theta Pi is a close 
fourth place at 1065 points. 
Soccer is not added to the 
point total of the fraternity 
teams. It has not been com- 
pleted to this date. The in- 
dependent soccer still has 
Grog, Mattox, and Echoes 
remaining. 
* DEADLINES 
Several deadlines are coming 
up. There will be a meeting for 
all managers of basketball 
teams in the Begley Building. 
The mandatory meeting will be 
in the Begley 156 Monday at 
4:00. 
The wrestling weigh-in will 
be Jan. 27-28 in Alumni 
Coliseum and handball is the 
first individual deadline, Feb. 
4. 
Have it BURGER KING 
Eastern By-Pass 623-8353 
Til luck • Mmiir 
•ff th« 
WHOPPER 
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Pending Powell's okay V^ 
Survey to begin soon 
By BRIAN ASHLEY 
Maaajiag Editer 
A legal survey asking questions 
pertaining to student's contact with 
legal agendas Is due to begin pending 
the approval by President J.C. Powell. 
"Powell within two weeks will either 
okay or deny the spending of the 12500 
allocated in the last Student Senate 
meeting of last semester for the legal 
aid survey," Student Association 
President Jim Chandler said. 
The survey will validate or dissent 
the existence of a need for legal 
assistance on campus. 
Chandler said it was not certain 
what sort of questioning the lay firm, 
Sam Buffone, Legal Aid Services of 
Washington, D.C., will conduct toward 
the students. "If and when President 
Powell approves the expenditure we 
plan to have him or a representative sit 
on a committee to oversee the survey," 
Chandler said. 
Chandler noted that he was en- 
couraged by recent events. "Right now, 
President Powell has all of the In- 
formation about the survey and 
program and is looking over the 
legalities with University Attorney 
John Palmore," he said. 
"We're a community of 14,000," be 
added, "and we need legal represen- 
tation." 
Chandler said the legal aid program 
was only part of bis plans for the second 
semester with other projects to con- 
tinue, such as the 24-hour study area, 
teacher evaluation, expanded health 
services, expanded hours of facilities, 
revamping of the student disciplinary 
board, meal ticket program, Scotia 
scholarship, off-campus living and a 
change in police-student relations. 
"As far as the police-student 
relations go," Chandler said, "We're on ' 
the verge of a major policy change 
concerning intoxicated students." The 
thrust of the change, Chandler says, Is 
that a student is arrested for public 
Intoxication while walking back to 
campus and Is able to convince the 
officer he was walking because he was 
unable to drive then there will be no 
charge made. 
"Eastern's Student Government is In 
the process of consulting one of the 
nation's foremost authorities In police- 
community relations," Chandler ad- 
ded. Chandler says this per- 
son, whose name Is being witheld at this 
time will offer great expertise to the 
proposal being offered. "This will 
insure the validity, credibility and the 
reliability of the program," he said. 
Concerning the 24-hour study area 
Chandler said he was also encouraged. 
"Here was a plan that was rejected last. 
year by then President Robert Martin 
and when It was brought up again this 
year President Powell set up s com- 
mittee to look into the matter," be said. 
"Teacher evaluation Is soother 
matter we Intend to pursue," Chandler 
continued. "This will help us get you 
better  quality 'of  education. A 
mandatory evaluation of the teachers 
will determine what's best for students 
as well as give them a voice in the 
matter," be said. 
Chandler plans to try to get a meal 
ticket program for students which will 
be optional and versatile as well as an 
off-campus bousing board. 
"In the area of off-campus living we 
plan to ask consumer groups to in- 
vestigate the high rent and poor con- 
ditions in Richmond," Chandler said. 
"The Richmond police exploit and Jilt the 
students for everything they've got," he 
added. 
Snow!   Snow!   Snow! 
• 
(Continued from Paxel) 
or five people jump out and give a push 
and things get going again," he added. 
Many students appeared to take the 
walking option rather than chancing a 
drive. 
"We couldn't get any traction If we 
had to stop on a hill," one student noted, 
"so we just learned how to walk on the 
sides of the streets or sidewalks where 
there was snow rather than ice." 
Unaffected by the snow were those 
who registered. Tuesday morning the 
Coliseum was not overpopulated in 
terms of registering students, but it 
picked up in early afternoon. 
Most complaints came from the 
students who had preregistered and 
had to pay their fees. 
"I had to stand In line for 45 minutes, 
then they let me inside the building," an 
unidentified student remarked. 
As early as Sunday evening students 
were out In the ravine partaking of 
some sledding. The drizzle that ac- 
companied the snow did not hamper 
their enthusiasm for the sport. Several 
students went back to the dorms for a 
quick change of clothes and returned to 
the activity. 
Colder weather later in the week 
seemed to dampen spirits some and 
instead of the ravine students hesded 
down towards town to warm up a bit to 
face the realities of winter. 
REGULAR DINNER BOX 
ALL DAY 
GOOD ONUT WHMf YOU HI THI »l 49 POSTM 
fcntufkij fried ^hWctn 
EASTERN   ST PASS 
Now! 
The artist's e«i in 
Gloria VandeflMt frames! 
No» juy o famous designer - nor JUST C -OTtouS 
O'fiW - Duf on exciting figure m bO'n worlds 
Gloria Vonderbilr now Wends srotus ond rosre 
inro rne losf word m eyeweo> Come see you' 
serf in ou' full collection 
TINDER - KRAUSS -TINDER 
I YOUR 
INDEPENDENT- 
OPTICIAN 
RICHMOND/LEXINGTON D ANVK. LE /FRANKFORT /MOREHEAD 
^MtjAtJto^ 
(gPUCEDj 
An exciting clearance 
of some really great clothes! 
Large selection in a variety 
of the most wanted styles 
SAVE 33i/3 
TO 70% 
Unorthodox sliding 
Six Inches of snow and sub-xero tem- 
peratures produced icy hills (as well as 
sidewalks and roads) perfectly suited 
to sliding by most any means. Senior 
Randy Hollhan demonstrates the two 
methods he found most useful In the 
ravine Monday night Above, a friend 
provides a push-off start for s back 
slide. As seen at left, ha also resorted to 
the more conventional sled for some 
snow travel. 
Conventional siding 
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SERVING OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES 
EAT IN 
TAKE OUT 
FREE DELIVERY 
FREE DELIVERY   624-2435 
REGULAR SANDWICHES 
Served on White, Rye, 
or Whole Wheat Bread. 
Lettuce. Tomato, Meyo. 
Mustard or Onion on 
Request. 10 c Extra 
ROAST BEEF   1.00 
BOLOGNA 00 
TURKEY    1.00 
HAM    1.00 
HAM & CHEESE  1.10 
SALAMI (Genoa)   1.00 
SALAMI & CHEESE   1.10 
LIVERWURST 00 
TUNA SALAD .* 1.00 
CHEESE 00 
SIDE ORDERS 
COKE. SPRITE. TAB 30 
Lemonade or Ice Tee 30 
Coffee 20 
Assorted Potato Chips... 20 
Hot Peppers. 06 
Kosher Pickle Slice IB 
Chili 
Soup 
HOT 
or 
COLD 
m 
SUBMARINE SANDWICHES 
Include Lettuce, Tomato. Onions, Chest*. 
Seasoning end our own Top Secret Dressing 
MINI MONSTER 
MIXED 1JO  1.85 
HAM    1.30.  1.86 
SALAMI (Genoa)    130   1.85 
ROAST BEEF   1J0  1.85 
TURKEY    130  1.0* 
LIVERWURST    1.30 1.85 
TUNA    1.30 1.85 
CHEESE. 1.30. 1.1 
WEIGHT WATCHERS SPECIAL 
"DIET THING" A CHEF'S SALAD CREATION 
'    Portions of Roast Beef.Ham 
Turkey, Salami end Swiss 
Cheese on s bed of Lettuce 
with Tometo Slices end your 
choice of Oressine,....J1.88 
HOURS 
MON *THUA 10 AM. to 12 P.M. 
FRI.-SAT 10A.M. to  2 AM. 
SUNDAY 11 A.M. to 12 P.M. 
DELIVERY 
MINIMUM $1.50 j 
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